Abstract. In this note we deal with the problem of the subelliptic estimates of the 9-Neumann problem on nonpseudoconvex domains. In the first part we give a necessary condition for n -1 forms in a class of domains. In the second part we give the exact estimate for a class of domains where the Levi form of a vector field L is bounded below by a certain function.
INTRODUCTION
Let Q, be a domain in C" . We say that a subelliptic estimate of order e holds at x0 e Q. for (p, q) forms if there is a neighborhood U of x0 , C > 0, 0 < e < 1 such that |||w|||£2<C(||9m||2 + ||ô*m||2 + ||u||2) for all (p, q) forms u e Dom(<9*) with coefficients supported in Unil.
The existence of subelliptic estimates has important applications in the boundary regularity of solutions of (99 + d d)u = f. A lot of work has been done on subelliptic estimates for pseudoconvex domains. (See [1,2, 5 and 6] .) On nonpseudoconvex domains the case e = \ is completely settled. (See [3, 4, and 5] .) For e < \ we proved in [4] that if there is a holomorphic vector field L whose Levi-form is nonnegative and L is finite type at x0 , then there is a subelliptic estimate at x0 for n -1 forms. Now consider the domain defined by Í2 = {r(z) < 0: r(z) = 2Rez3 -\zxz2\2 + \z2\6}.
The vector field L = zx-¿\-z2äz~ + 3|z2|6gy-(which degenerates at the origin) has a nonnegative Levi form near z = 0. We will prove in Theorem 2.1 that this domain does not have a subelliptic estimate for 2 forms at z = 0. In §3 we prove that in some domains if L is of type m at x0, then a subelliptic estimate of order e = -^ holds at x0 for n -1 forms. The author would like to thank D. Catlin for helpful suggestions.
2. Necessary conditions for subelliptic estimates for n -1 forms Then if a subelliptic estimate of order s holds for n -1 forms near the origin, then e < ^ .
Denote z = izx, ... , z ) , z" = (zp+1, ..., zn_x). To prove the theorem, we need the following lemma. Lemma 2.2. With the same assumptions as in Theorem 2.1, there is a polynomial px and a function p2 smooth near the origin such that
with the following properties: (a) Given any e > 0, there isa tp e C™(R) such that the following holds for all i>0 when (z ,z ) e s\ior}{<p(t»>xx)<p(t»>yx) ■■■<p(tmyp)<p(xp+x)---^OVi)} • (i) \pl(z,z")\<e(-p{z") + \),
(ii) \dpx/dzx(z',z")\<eà(-p(z") + \), (iii) \dp2/dzx\<e(\zn\ + \p\ + \).
(b) There is a smooth function x stich that (i) Kex= X2P2, (Ü) fc = 0(\zn\).
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Proof. Let M = max x<i<n_x{m, m¡} . We expand the Taylor series of r(z) up to order M. Let
and p2(z) = r -2 Re zn -p -px .
Then we have r = 2 Re zn + p + px+ p2 as required.
To prove (a) (i), let za~zß be a term in px. We separate the proof into two cases:
Case I. \a +ß\ = 0 ist tiavp V. Combining these two cases, we see that for some <p e C~(R) we have
For (a)(ii) we note that if the power in a, is decreased by 1, then the power of t will be increased by A., The same argument goes through as in (i).
To prove (a) (iii) we need to observe the fact that p2 consists of terms which involve zn or which are of order M+l in (z , z ). Again we use the argument in the proof of (i) and we are done.
For (b), we note that
where X is a sum of terms of order 2 in zn and order Af+1 in (z , z"). Now we set x(z) -dp2/dzn\z =0 + \X(z), then (i) and (ii) follows immediately. To show that Ut is well defined, we observe that / 1\ r-p-px-p2 1 1
[zn + P + Px+X--¡)=-TJ-+P + Pi + 2p2~l
Re \ " ' ' * " t ) i r 4-n -t-n.
-<0 r + P + Pj 1 2 for z G supp í> in view of Lemma 2.2.
We will use Ut to denote the function as well as the n -1 form from now on. Clearly \\dUtf + \\Tlftf + \\Utf « \\LxUt\\2 + ■■■ + \\Ln_xUt\\2 + \\LnUt\\2 + \\Ut\\2.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [4] , we estimate the order of t in |||t/t|||e and in \\duf + \\d*Utf + \\Ut\\2, thus forcing e < ± .
Denote *¥ = zn + p + p + x -\ , then
where <P* = 0 outside supp <P.
We first estimate
Consider the new coordinates (xx,... , yn_x, r, Yn) where
For z e suppO, we have
Moreover using the implicit function theorem on (2.1) we may see that ( dp dpx dx \ ",-q-x^ ,"-<? d<b
The L -norms of the second and the fourth terms are estimated in the same way as above. Now we calculate the sum of the first and the third terms. Using (2.1) we get *.V dzj z»\dzp+x+dzp+x+dzp+x) dp dpx dp2 dzp+x dzp+x dzp+x^( '«£) (2.4) l + °£i\(j£-+ -Ë£±+ d* dzn) \dZp+X dZp+X dzP+X. dp + dP±_\ (dx_ dp.
dz"+, dz"+,
From the definition of / in Lemma 2, we see that dx/dzn -dp2/dzn is the sum of terms of order 1 in zn or order M in (z , z"). dp2/dzp+x and dx/dz , are also the sums of terms of order 1 in zn or order M in (z , z"). Hence the absolute value of the term in (2.4) is bounded by C(|zJ-r-|/>|-t-j). We can proceed in the same way as in the computation of / and we get Combining all these estimates we finally get (2.5) \\dlff + ||cTl/(||2 + HC/,112 < Ci2'"^^"^^' "I.
We proceed to find a lower bound for Wt/Jl^ . We introduce coordinates Then ilx and Q3 both have a subelliptic estimate for 2-forms at z = 0. Let Q2 = {r(z) < 0: r(z) = 2Rez3 -|z,z2|2 + |z2|4} . Then clearly Q, ç Q2 ç Q3. At (¿,0,0) e bCl2, from Theorem 2.1, there is no subelliptic estimate for 2-forms. Hence there is no subelliptic estimate for 2-forms at z = 0 for Q2 .
Remark. We also note that for the domain Í2 = {r(z) < 0: r(z) = 2Rez3 + |z2|4} there is a subelliptic estimate at z = 0, but the domains «m -{riz) < 0: r{z): 2Rez3 -\zmx z2\2 + |z2|4} (which are small perturbations of Q) there is no subelliptic estimate at z = 0.
Exact estimate for (n -1) forms in some domains
Kohn showed in [6] that if a domain Q is pseudoconvex and x0 e bQ. is of regO"_1(x0) = m, then an exact estimate of e = A. holds at x0 for n -1 forms. Catlin [2] developed a technique by using Hörmander's estimate [5] with weight function to give sufficient conditions for subelliptic estimates.
Consider the nonpseudoconvex domain defined by r = 2Rez3 -|z,| + |z2| .
In [4] we showed that a subelliptic estimate holds at z0 = 0 for 2-forms, and using Proposition 3.2 of [4] (or Theorem 2.1 of this paper) we know that e < 5 .
Adapting Catlin's technique in [2] to nonpseudoconvex domains we show in the following theorem that we actually have a subelliptic estimate of order e = \ at z = 0 for this domain. Proof. We will repeatedly use the formula
where g is smooth in U xxQ. When the neighborhood U is small enough, we have
We conclude that f(xx) > const2k,p for all xx. Putting this into (3.3) we have when suppw is in 2 ~2 < \Z\ < 2 , \\Lxuf > const ( Hi,«!!2 + / 2k/p\u\2dV We refer the reader to Lemma 2.5 of [2] for the proof of this lemma. We get the conclusion by appling Theorem 3.1.
